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EVERY COFFIN IS A SOAP BOX DERBY

Tear apart every picture frame in the house and build that casket. 
Wallpaper the roof of it with the photos
like your high school locker. 
Load it with the images of all the animals and friends you loved. 
Lie down in it with a new bullhorn, 
letting them know that you blew it, 
that what you ‘knew’ was wrong and it’s fine, 
that you should have planned less, undressed and just begun. 
You should have been more strolling grateful 
and less city of butt-rock and boring piss. 
Holler gratefulness to the animals you killed 
or that died around you, under your care, trying to make you see. 
Lady and Sara, the dogs who hung on for you until you could 
handle it. 
Belteshazzar and Shazam, the doves you used in magic shows 
who died in a cage of the flu because the way to stay warm 
is flight. 
Mr. Fish, who first met you when your huge white orb 
landed in his bowl like a rescue buoy moon, 
fine with the small world he ruled alone; 
not the last thing to die of your boredom. 
Mickey, the white mouse eaten by Minnie, the secret cannibal, 
who got greedy and choked on her own tail. You dead bitch. 
Ain’t nothing Fine or Young about you.
Easter Bread, the wild rabbit living in your yard, 
who you gave water to, who trusted you, 
who grew tired of running from the neighbors’ loose dogs 
and gave in, proud of the races won. 
Thank you for the master class. 
You should’ve watched and learned 
that language doesn’t solve everything, 
to fight at the right time, to surrender well, 
to hold still and shake alone, clean your nasty out and eat it wild, 
race down the grass on ice blocks and howl away nude in the night
realizing that untamed is the better solution. 
Look at you. You’re racing away. The lid is still open. 
The details whiz by and you reach out to catch them, 
but it’s all flash paper. 
You will gain speed and sing that the prize is wildness. 
Chop up all them frames, 
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let yourself be scared as a pheasant realizing the decoy, too late,
too late. Pack the bags under your gaze. 
Get into your solid black soap box derby for one. 
Goodbye clean heroes. Goodbye marketable life. Goodbye 
safe lethargy. Goodbye resurrected shame. Goodbye wallflower 
botanist. Roll away proud. Sing out that you are not sorry. Forever 
is for losers. You have got to go. Why not leave in a Champion face? 
Cross the finish line and freeze in that Champion face. Goodbye. 
You win. Close the lid. 
It’s getting warm. Look how the racer becomes a finish line.
Relax and give in to all the victoriously beautiful,
loving energies of death.
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ETHERNET BALLAD
FOR EUGENE AND KATIE

I first plugged her in. 
Her report clearly states:

My Man.
My generous heart.
Champion of the odd.
Tear loofah.
I’m sorry the world doesn’t want a TV show
called Horseback Surprise.
I do.
You solve my loneliness and lo-fi fear.
I’ll make you a cocktail when you are down 
with a jigger of cold beach  
and a splash of helium 
to lift your chin
when the forces of hmphf 
are against you.

Shall I hide in the house before you get home
to scare the heavy day off of you?
I will. Your boo is meant to be scary.
Look at me and hear the jukebox of us.
Look at me and hear 1956 shooting out of my poodle.
See me eating shit, flail dancing at every sock hop.
See me parallel parking every Chevy Bel Air like a boss.

My Man.
My reservoir of kindness.
I’d steal plot specific things 
from every movie set to make you laugh.
I demand a rewrite.
I demand your kiss, French theft.

You have stolen me in broad daylight.
You have a search light face
and it still shines hot
from my tiny palaces.

Then I plugged in the man.
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His readout suggests:
CSSSSHHHHHHH.
Ribs. Bye bye.
CSSSSSHHHHHHH.
Scotch. Ow. Mmm.
CSSSSHHHHHHH.
Lady lady lady lady lady lady lady
cool buns lady lady lady
Lady lady.
My tandem swimmer.
My body pillow with veins.
Where I retreat and fall back in the war of myself.
Did you know all snakes dream of karate?
They wake up sobbing 
and can’t wipe the tears away?
Everyone wants a love
like a roundhouse to the neck
but not everyone is lucky in legs.
I dunno.
I’m crazy as a cranberry.
CSSSHHH.
I need to send a complaint letter to
Sharper Image for quitting too early.
Lady, I won’t quit.
I’ll marry your feet.
I’ll eat 50 dollars. 
You know I can do it.
I am psychoed by your love.
I am also psychoed by horseradish.
Shall I hold you like a ship’s wheel
as the winds rise around us?

We should get some plants-
put ’em in our bedroom and when you sleep
I will watch them grow fast into your purple light.
My spectrum bright—
Fall back, fall back!
CSSSSHHHHHH.
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NO PURPLE

In the piney hills and apple orchards overlooking the Yucca Valley, 
stood the forever 1970s Oak Glen Christian Conference Center, 
Living Springs’ high school summer camp. I was fifteen and felt too 
cool for the nerdiness of mountains but I secretly loved it. Camp 
made me miss the safe feeling I got from praying and it always 
seemed to sharpen my skills in figuring out how to speak in tongues 
without slipping into Spanish because even a little Spanish meant you 
were faking it. 

Besides the reconnect with God, there were always three things 
about camp that I still liked: tender babes, crying and purple.

“Remember, campers. Boys are blue and girls are red, No Purple! 
Lights out at ten.”

Due to me looking like an emaciated David Copperfield, I couldn’t 
get anyone… in the real life city… to kiss me, but the compression 
of camp brought out the horn-dog, “Crazy For You” era Madonna 
in us all, so the odds were better. I loved passing a note at breakfast, 
telling a girl to meet me in the Sequoia prayer chapel and hoping to 
french her by luring her near with the power of close-up magic and 
if our tongues touched, we were boyfriend and girlfriend, for one full 
week. You could not get caught or you could be sent home. 
No purple.

I also loved Cabin Devotion Hour. Cabin devotion was the first time 
I had ever seen other fellas be vulnerable and share their sins, 
missteps and fears. It always occurred one hour before lights out and 
was a time to share all that was buried inside, run by our 
20-something cabin counselor. Five teens and one mentor spilling 
the heaviest shit you could never tell your own family, but if the hour 
was up, we would have to stop, no matter how hard the tears were 
rolling. Our bearded, vaguely Southern counselor opened up with a 
prayer and spoke low:

“Guys. I know we joke around a lot, and we are all tired from 
flashlight tag, but I want to encourage you to just…share your hearts. 
I want to talk about sex, like men.”

Greg muttered, “With men? Killer.”
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“I’ll pretend I didn’t hear that, Greg. I am serious. As God looks over 
us, he wants to know our hearts. We shut him out of our lives when 
we clog the communication lines with sin. You know what liquid 
Drano is? It can kill you if you put it in your mouth, but it can open 
up plumbing that gets thick with hair and gunk. Who wants to open 
up the line to God again?” 

Even though the analogy sounded like God would kill us if we put a 
dose of him down the wrong hole, we all raised our hands.

“Good. I’ll let you know something. No one in the church knows 
this. I have had pre-marital sex, before I married Kelly.” Jeff the 
young sports hero piped in, “Whoa. How was it?”

“It was awful, Jeff. There was no love. It was empty. It was sweaty, 
empty and kinda stinky. It was just like doing push ups.”

“Push ups into a tuna hole.” Greg was fearless. He told all the leaders 
that his Jesus and Mary Chain shirt was a promotion of Jesus and they 
let it slide.

“That’s enough Greg. Yes it feels good. But so does marijuana. 
When marijuana is misused for pleasure, it kills. God gave us sex for 
a reason. Sex, for just pleasure, can kill you. It’s meant to enhance a 
relationship, like parmesan on a pizza.”

“Did you use a condom?” asked Jeff, eyes beaming.

“Of course not, Jeff. We’re both Christians. Now. Have any of you, 
and I ask this with no judgment and it will never leave the longleaf 
pine of this cabin, have any of you been sexually inappropriate?”

Airwalks. New Air Jordans. Checkered Vans. Everyone in the circle 
stared down at their sneakers. I don’t know why I was the only one 
scanning everyone’s face for a give away. Greg piped in:

“I did. I had sex with Jenny. I know some of you at youth group were 
talking about it. I think she told her Mom. We weren’t planning on 
it, but we scored some Boone’s Farm Strawberry Hills and kinda 
went to town.”
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Greg looked fine as he said this. No remorse. No pride. 
Like the best reporter, he said it like it was just something that 
happened. I kind of wanted to be Greg. The counselor scooched over 
and put his arm around Greg:

“It’s okay buddy. It’s okay. Do you want to tell God you are sorry?”

“I’m sorry.”

“And mean it.”

“I’m not an actor, Kevin. I sound the way I sound.”

I really wanted to be Greg.

Counselor Kevin looked to Jeff, “This is about us and reconnecting 
with all the good things God wants us to have and us turning away 
from his fruits by being self-absorbed by sin and greed and sex. It’s all 
distraction. Look into your heart, I know the burdens are weighing 
you down and you can share what you have been hiding.”

The look into your heart line really got me. I was never a fan of 
church lingo like encouragement, fellowship, born again or how’s 
your walk, etc.

I felt I had swallowed a canteen full of mercury. I had to get my own 
heavy out, it was crushing me. I decided to share something with the 
group, a sinful moment that only one other person knew about, that 
had been eating me up inside. I was gushing and snotting 
immediately as I recalled it.

“Guys. I love you guys and I want to first say sorry to God and sec-
ondly you all. I have been holding this in for a long time and I wasn’t 
going to share anything, because I know you all look up to me as the 
cool skater Christian and I didn’t want to let you down.”

“What is it brother?”

“I…I…licked…”

“You licked?”
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“I…I licked…a boob.”

“Whose boobs?”

“Just one boob. Destiny’s boob. At her house while Chastity and her 
Mom were at softball. I squeezed it too. With her top off. It didn’t taste 
like anything. I got a boner and kept licking it and told her I wanted 
her and she said it was just lust in my heart and she began to cry.”

“Because you knew what you were doing was wrong?” asked Kevin, 
warmly.

“No. Because I bit it. Buzzy told me girls like their boobs bit, so I bit 
it on the nipple and it hurt her boob. I thought it would make a little 
milk come out like in my dreams. There’s no milk in there! Bigger 
boobs aren’t big cause they have more milk. It’s a lie. It’s an empty 
nightmare of possible blood! She laughed at first and then cried. But I’ll 
never do it again. I know I only saw one boob, but still, it hurts.”

Greg put his arm around me. “I bet it hurt her more.”

“Shut up, Greg! Not everything funny is a joke. Derrick. We forgive 
you brother. Say ‘I am forgiven’.”

“Not yet. I also masturbated to an Amy Grant album.”

“Oh my Gosh. Which song?”

“Not a song. The album cover, the neon one of her that has the song 
‘Old Man’s Hubble’.”

“Good song.”

“I know. I love her voice cause she sounds like she smokes but doesn’t 
have the face of a bad person. I think she’s hotter than Nicole Eggert 
and Alyssa Milano combined. I couldn’t control myself.”

With no judgment in his eyes, Kevin spoke steadily with his eyes on 
the floor. “That’s how you know it’s lust. Derrick. Let me tell you this. 
Amy Grant is hot, and it’s okay to think that to a degree, but when you 
start sneaking albums into the sheets at night, or biting women on their 
privates instead of respecting them, you’re sliding, bro. 
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We need to walk in a life that is as pure as Jesus was pure—and lustful 
thoughts keep us from being united with the Father.”

“I know. I feel awful. I want to be able to communicate with God again. 
I’ll do whatever it takes.”

“You know what? You’re gonna mess up again. You’re human. The 
good humans try. And you can’t try until you know all the things about 
you that are super gnar gnar. Who wants to lead us in prayer? And not 
Greg. I did not appreciate you sneaking in Doctor Demento lyrics into 
your last prayer.”

“Wait,” I said. I have one last thing I need to confess. I have been hold-
ing this in for so long, I just want the pain of it to go away. I…I put a 
ziplock bag full of shampoo and a little conditioner between two couch 
cushions and…I made love to it. I held the baggie and I dipped my thing 
and I did it. I made love to it. I was home, sick from school and…”

Everyone lost their shit, even Kevin, letting out the first howl. “I’m sorry 
D, but, but oh man.”  Greg was on his side, rocking back and forth, 
laugh-crying. “You screw furniture, dude! Oh I’m sorry…made love! 
We got a sofa pumper! Ha Haaa! A furniture fornicator!” Jeff couldn’t 
even catch his breath from laughter, his face red as wet beets. “Oh geez, 
man. You need Jesus so bad, oh geez, you humped a couch. Ha! I can’t 
breathe. I bet your wang is so clean. Haaa!” 

These were deep belly laughs. I felt frozen and really thought I 
needed to get the dirty out, get it all off my chest in this safe space, but 
some things should remain secret. I eventually went from hurt and 
embarrassed, to hearing how cuckoo my words sounded coming out. 
I too began laughing until we were a drunk chorus. We all laughed so 
long and loud, I soon felt exhausted. I felt better. The laughter would 
die down, one person would look up at me and it would begin again, 
contagious. The door opened and the Oak Glen Camp manager poked 
his head in and clicked out the lights.

“Lights out now guys. Sorry to break it up. Keep it down, now until 
breakfast bell. Why are you guys cracking up? What’s so funny?”

Kevin stood up in the darkness. “No reason. Just a case of the dude-gig-
gles. And here’s a random question. Does Oak Glen have a storage shed 
with a padlock?”
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“We do. Why?”

“Because I recommend you lock up every piece of furniture you 
have, just in case.” 

Greg leaned up from his bunk. “Especially if it’s cute.”

“I don’t get it, you weirdos. Lights out campers! No Purple?”

“No Purple!”

As we curled up under the sheets, chuckling, I laughed along with 
my friends, feeling like a weight had been lifted, even though we 
hadn’t prayed, we just laughed the thing away.

Kevin said, “And hey, for real guys. This is between us. I swear to 
keep anything we ever say between us. No jokes. No blabbing. You 
have my confidence. All of us. Good night fellas.”

“G’night Kev.”

“G’night Greg.”

“G’night Kevin.”

“G’night Jeff.”

“G’night Kevin.”

“G’night Derrick.”

Greg whispered, “Good night recliner sixty-niner.”

I thought of word spreading through the camp about how I defiled 
the family room and turned our couch into a real bad scene. At the 
time, I wanted to die. Maybe the way Jesus wanted to die and leave 
this earth when he realized no one on this planet was ever going to 
really understand his unique take on love until he was gone. I’m not 
saying I’m better than Jesus, but I stayed.
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THE AMERICAN GONDOLIER IN PROFILE
For Mindy Nettifee, after Strange Light

It is an easy sound that I miss. The slow easy sound of an oar 
moving through the salt water that I begin to miss like a ballad. The 
past always seems like it was easier than right now, and so I miss it. I 
miss the way the varnished oar spun in my hands and vanished mid 
stroke into the water, how the oar ground slowly at the cherry wood of 
the Italian fórcola, holding the oar in its curved arm, the big wooden, 
erotic curve of the hooked wood forcing the gondola through the dark 
water of Alamitos Bay.

I had been a gondolier for four years in the canals of Naples in the city 
of Long Beach at the Gondola Getaway. Some people think of only 
gangs, Bukowski, Snoop, Warren G, Dove Shack, Sublime, and an 
abandoned Navy town when they think of Long Beach. I think of 
small sailboats, fresh baked West Coast hip hop, poetry everywhere, 
dive bars, and Italian singing echoing from under the Naples bridges. It 
sounds like a purely romantic job: gondoliering all night, being a voy-
eur to lovers getting engaged in front of you at sea, singing Santa Lucia 
until you are ghosted and unnoticed, guiding tourists past mansions 
with docks, and dreaming of a better day where you too can zoom off 
to Catalina Island for a quick lunch of haddock and fresh crab.

The American gondolier’s reality is a life of singing for eight hours to 
drunk guests who always want more, pushing your muscles to edge as 
you use only human power to thrust a heavy vessel through the after-
noon gusts. Young lesbians tip great. Old lesbians do not. All gay dudes 
tip great. Teens who have a strange confidence tip great. All races from 
twenty-one to thirty-five tip great, unless you’re a foreigner. Bachelor-
ettes tip great unless there’s an argument, and there usually is. White 
dudes and cowboys who won’t let me help them into the vessel tip like 
shit. Wasted people tip great. The tip tells you if you can go drinking 
after and burn off the fog and chill in your bones. It tells you if you 
have to take a shitty side job to hit all your bills.

I took the job because I could choose my hours, which I was 
desperate for to boost my small career as a touring poet. I know how 
that phrase sounds, but after the army, I fell in love with poetry and 
needed a job that would let me bail when a good gig came up to do a 
live reading.
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Every gondolier was assigned an Italian name: Bepe, Tyberius, 
Zamboni, Molto Benny. I somehow became Spaghetti. I was skinny 
and bad for you. It stuck. I was too skinny for the job, but persevered 
for four months of training and practice and learned that skill, not 
force, is the secret to moving the beast.

Gondoliering is not all beauty, cheese and Malbecs. Every gondolier 
has seen a couple try to do a sneaky blanket fuck where they pretend 
she is just sitting on his lap for old times sake. Every gondolier has 
been hit with water balloons by spoiled rich kids and only the best of 
the gondoliers park their boats and chase them down to scare the shit 
out of them. A man stood up to pee in the water in front of me. It’s 
just an hour cruise. He said he wasn’t sure if I minded. I saw a man 
propose by using the voice recording device in a Teddy Ruxpin bear. 
She said, “we’ll see” and that was a long thirty-five minutes back to 
the dock. I saw a bartender tackle one of our fellow gondoliers in a 
pub, not as a surprise, but for twenty bucks, because the bartender at 
The Prospector said Tyberius looked like a dick in his work outfit. 
Twenty bucks is twenty bucks. The tables and chairs went every-
where. They hugged, all fucked up.

I feel lucky to be filled with the stories from here.

Every gondolier has witnessed the amazing water fight that happens 
when the Filipino Catholics rent the whole fleet to celebrate Saint 
Clemente, the patron saint of water in one massive fifty person water 
fight, which we join in. Did I end up breakdancing on the large gon-
dola, going from backspin, to top rock into a flying cannonball off our 
Carolina to soak the other boat? Hell yes I did. A bunch of us did.

I watched a woman drag her fingers through the red tide and the 
tracers of green glow as I rowed on was so moving. I remember 
getting a whole beach to sing “Rhinestone Cowboy” at the top of 
their lungs. I remember launching my beach cruiser off the dock 
into the water, thinking I could do a cool dismount trick mid air and 
could not. I remember a woman who was with a dude friend and 
when I asked them to kiss, she asked if she could kiss me instead and 
we full on frenched, and I almost crashed into the wall of the bridge. 
I remember the safe at the bottom of the bay, near the docks, with 
the bottle in it that new cherry gondoliers had to dive in and go find. 
I never found it. I remember the corporate man who cried when I 
sang Nat King Cole and wrote to me months later to say his bride 
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walked down the aisle to what had now become their song. I 
remember going home so many nights inspired to write poems about 
the people I met, the good love, the love that had burnt out, the love 
that never was. The ones who would not kiss or look at each other. 
The ones who sang with me and shared their ‘fuel’. The man singing 
gibberish while walking the canals every night. The ones who told me 
they had no money for tip but left me all their wine. I can not forget.

One afternoon, I was assigned a really old couple and knew the tips 
would be shallow. He looked like an Iowa farmer in his 80’s and she 
looked like a British lady wizard from Love, American Style with 
her purple shawl, dyed red hair, and huge sunglasses. I watched them 
from the gondoliers shack, smiling while looking out over the sea, 
unfazed by the many knot winds whipping around their clothes. I 
loved their style. That’s how I want to go out, wild. Wild in fashion 
and in spirit. 

They came at a time when the winds were too high for my tastes, 
but not too high for the front office, and I was not looking forward 
to busting my ass through the gales blasting across the bay for two 
dollars. Once you got into the canals, there was peace, but it was a 
battle to venture in and out across the football field length of open 
bay between the dock and the canals near horny corner. But I got the 
call, donned my striped black and white shirt, my black pants, black 
Vans dock shoes, red tassled sash and made my way to work. 
No one stands out more than this white, old couple. I recall worrying 
that if the boat tipped they would just wave goodbye and sink. Weird 
hankies and teeth floating up. 

I tried to recall our exact conversation when I got home. Here it is.


